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ABSTRACT

Aim This study used data from temperate forest communities to assess: (1) five

different stepwise selection methods with generalized additive models, (2) the

effect of weighting absences to ensure a prevalence of 0.5, (3) the effect of limiting

absences beyond the environmental envelope defined by presences, (4) four

different methods for incorporating spatial autocorrelation, and (5) the effect of

integrating an interaction factor defined by a regression tree on the residuals of an

initial environmental model.

Location State of Vaud, western Switzerland.

Methods Generalized additive models (GAMs) were fitted using the grasp

package (generalized regression analysis and spatial predictions, http://

www.cscf.ch/grasp).

Results Model selection based on cross-validation appeared to be the best

compromise between model stability and performance (parsimony) among the

five methods tested. Weighting absences returned models that perform better

than models fitted with the original sample prevalence. This appeared to be

mainly due to the impact of very low prevalence values on evaluation statistics.

Removing zeroes beyond the range of presences on main environmental gradients

changed the set of selected predictors, and potentially their response curve shape.

Moreover, removing zeroes slightly improved model performance and stability

when compared with the baseline model on the same data set. Incorporating a

spatial trend predictor improved model performance and stability significantly.

Even better models were obtained when including local spatial autocorrelation.

A novel approach to include interactions proved to be an efficient way to account

for interactions between all predictors at once.

Main conclusions Models and spatial predictions of 18 forest communities

were significantly improved by using either: (1) cross-validation as a model

selection method, (2) weighted absences, (3) limited absences, (4) predictors

accounting for spatial autocorrelation, or (5) a factor variable accounting for

interactions between all predictors. The final choice of model strategy should

depend on the nature of the available data and the specific study aims. Statistical

evaluation is useful in searching for the best modelling practice. However, one

should not neglect to consider the shapes and interpretability of response curves,

as well as the resulting spatial predictions in the final assessment.
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INTRODUCTION

In recent years predictive distribution modelling has benefited

from important developments (Guisan & Zimmermann, 2000;

Scott et al., 2002; Segurado & Araújo, 2004). Such modelling

relies on statistical models relating observations of species,

communities or diversity to environmental predictors, and

projecting the fitted relationship into geographical space to

produce distribution maps. Their use now spans fields as

diverse as biogeography, spatial ecology, conservation biology

and environmental management (Guisan & Thuiller, 2005),

yielding significant advances in hot topics such as climate

change impacts (Thuiller, 2004; Araújo et al., 2006); rare

species distribution (Guisan et al., in press); spread of invasive

species (Peterson, 2003); habitat loss and fragmentation

(Opdam & Washer, 2004); biodiversity analysis from

museum-based data (Graham et al., 2004); richness hotspots

(Lehmann et al., 2002a; Moser et al., 2005); and reserve

network design (Ferrier et al., 2002). Pearson et al. (2006)

have studied the uncertainty of predictions based on nine of

the most widely used modelling techniques. Understanding

uncertainty is critical as these methods are becoming import-

ant tools in basic and applied ecological research, and their

development and use is likely to intensify in future years. Other

crucial issues pertaining to the model-fitting stage remain

unresolved, as illustrated here for a particular family of

regression models.

Generalized additive models (GAMs) are semi-parametric

regression models (Hastie & Tibshirani, 1990). Response

curves in GAMs are estimated with smooth functions, allowing

a wide range of response curves to be fitted (Yee & Mitchell,

1991). This is considered by some authors as an important

progress since species only rarely present bell-shaped or linear

response curves along environmental gradients (Austin &

Smith, 1989; Austin, 2002). Generalized additive models

constitute powerful explanatory and predictive tools (Austin,

1999; Overton et al., 2002), and many applications in the field

of distribution modelling have been reported in the literature

(Guisan et al., 2002; Lehmann et al., 2002b).

The use of GAMs was made easier through the develop-

ment of grasp (generalized regression analysis and spatial

predictions), a collection of s-plus functions with a graphical

user interface (Lehmann et al., 2002c). A wide range of grasp

applications have been published spanning different groups

and ecosystems, including terrestrial vegetation (Cawsey

et al., 2002); wetlands (Clarkson et al., 2004); submerged

vegetation (Schmieder & Lehmann, 2004); fern diversity

(Lehmann et al., 2002a; Zaniewski et al., 2002); amphibians

(Joly et al., 2001; Ray et al., 2002); birds (Suarez-Seoane

et al., 2002); butterflies (Luoto et al., 2006); aquatic inverte-

brates (Castella et al., 2001); and coral reef habitats (Garza-

Pérez et al., 2004).

Model selection is a complex issue (Burnham & Anderson,

2002) which is central to ecological modelling (Johnson &

Omland, 2004). Burnham & Anderson (2002) classify the

different methods of selection in three categories: (1)

optimization of model criteria (e.g. AIC, BIC), (2) tests of

hypotheses (e.g. v, F), and (3) ad hoc methods (e.g. cross-

selection). Akaike’s information criterion (AIC: Akaike, 1973)

is based on an empirical log-likelihood function that estimates

the relative distance between the fitted model and the observed

data (Burnham & Anderson, 2002). The log-likelihood value is

penalized by the number of parameters in the fitted model.

The Bayesian information criterion (BIC: Schwarz, 1978) is

similar to AIC, but is additionally penalized by the number of

observations. v and F statistics test the significance of change in

explained deviance when adding or dropping a term from the

model. Selection based on cross-validation (Stone, 1977)

appears as a powerful alternative.

It is generally agreed that a model validation based on a

comparison of observed and predicted values made on the

training data set (resubstituition) is not satisfactory, and four

alternative strategies are commonly used (Fielding & Bell,

1997; Guisan & Zimmermann, 2000). Validation on a fully

independent data set (Guisan et al., 1998; Araújo et al., 2005a;

Randin et al., 2006) is the most appealing procedure, but may

not always be possible, for two reasons. First, adequate data for

independent validation may be difficult to collect, and

modellers usually prefer to use all available data to fit their

model (Araújo et al., 2005b). Second, because truly replicated

data sets are rare, it is often hard to discern whether a model is

being truly validated or whether the calibration and validation

data sets are simply being compared (Araújo et al., 2005a).

Jackknife has also been used (Jaberg & Guisan, 2001; Maggini

et al., 2002), but for large data sets it is asymptotically

equivalent to measures of agreement on the training data set.

K-fold cross-validation (Franklin et al., 2000) and bootstrap

methods (Efron & Tibshirani, 1993; Guisan & Harrell, 2000)

are often seen as the best compromise because they allow

model stability to be assessed without losing information to

calibrate the final model.

In addition to variable selection and model evaluation, a

variety of factors can influence model performance, such as

sample size, prevalence, the environmental range of data, or

the type of predictor variables used. Sample size (Pearce &

Ferrier, 2000; Stockwell & Peterson, 2002) and species

prevalence (frequency of species’ occurrences in the data set:

Fielding & Bell, 1997; Manel et al., 1999b, 2001) are known to

have a major impact on model performance. For example,

McPherson et al. (2004) found that by gradually increasing

sampling prevalence, errors shifted from omission (under-

prediction of true presences) to commission (overprediction),

with the best compromise occurring at a prevalence of 0.5 (cf.

Liu et al., 2005). In practice, one solution to adjust sample

prevalence towards this value is to weight absences (Guisan

et al., in press; Lehmann et al., 2005).

Modelling the environmental niche of eucalyptus species

with GAMs, Austin & Meyers (1996) found that zero values

beyond the environmental range of a species (‘naughty

noughts’) could reduce the explanatory power of the model

and distort the response-curve shapes. Models were improved

by restricting the data to a suitable range. Thuiller et al. (2004)
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reached a similar conclusion concerning the distortion of

response curves, especially towards the upper and lower edges

of environmental gradients. However, restricting the data can

also reduce model generality by removing true absences that

provide relevant ecological information (Thuiller et al., 2004).

Interactions between predictors constitute another import-

ant issue that has recently received increasing attention

(Austin, 2002). One reason for their past neglect might be

the level of complexity of the procedure, which requires testing

all interactions during model selection (Moisen & Frescino,

2002; Van den Berg et al., 2003). A novel approach for

regression models (T. Hastie and D. Pregibon, unpubl. data)

consists in fitting a regression tree on the residuals of an initial

environmental model. This allows identification of significant

interaction terms and updating of the initial model with this

additional information coded as a factor variable. We are not

aware of any published example of this approach in ecology or

biogeography.

In recent years different methods have been developed to

incorporate the spatial structure of the data into models

(Wagner & Fortin, 2005). Legendre (1993) proposed a

framework for partitioning the variance within a regression

model in distinct components: pure spatial, pure environ-

mental, shared spatial–environmental, and unexplained vari-

ance. Analytical techniques are based mainly on partial

regression and trend surface analysis, or a combination of

the two. A partial regression analysis using detrending

techniques was used by Lobo et al. (2001) and Nogués-Bravo

& Martinez-Rica (2004) in the context of species-richness

modelling. Pereira & Itami (1991) used a Bayesian combina-

tion of an environmental model and a trend model calibrated

separately. Local spatial autocorrelation terms can also be

incorporated as predictors in regression equations, giving place

to autoregressive models (Lichstein et al., 2002). Augustin

et al. (1996) used a Gibbs sampler, implemented within an

autologistic model, to estimate the presence/absence of red

deer in neighbouring unsurveyed squares. Leathwick (1998)

and Dirnböck & Dullinger (2004) included a spatial auto-

correlation term defined as the presence/absence of the species

of interest in adjacent plots within multiple search radii.

Araújo et al. (2002) modelled probabilities of occurrence for

breeding passerine birds using contagion – the number of

occupied grid cells among a set of neighbouring cells – as

predictor variable. The same measure of aggregation was used

by Segurado & Araújo (2004) for modelling probabilities of

occurrence of amphibians and reptiles.

The present study tests several methodological alternatives,

some of which are current practice while others consist of

novel developments. We used data on the presence–absence of

forest communities in western Switzerland to fit GAMs and

assess: (1) five different stepwise selection methods, (2) the

effect of weighting absences to ensure a prevalence of 0.5, (3)

the effect of limiting absences beyond the environmental

envelope defined by presences, (4) four different methods for

incorporating spatial autocorrelation, and (5) the use of a

novel approach to include predictor interactions.

METHODS

Study area

The study area is the Canton de Vaud, a state of western

Switzerland. Its total area is 3212 km2 and its altitude ranges

from 372 m (Lake Geneva) to 3209 m (summit of Les

Diablerets). The canton encompasses all main landscapes of

Switzerland, being limited in the west by the Jura Mountains

and in the east by the Alps, with the densely populated Plateau

in between. The climate is mostly temperate, with highly

fluctuating atmospheric conditions on the forefront of the

Alps. Mean annual precipitation is 1500 mm, with significant

spatial variation. Mean annual temperature is 8.5 �C in the

Plateau, 6 �C in the Jura Mountains, and 5.2 �C in the Alps

(OFT, 1990).

Forests cover 31.8% (c. 1020 km2) of the study area. Beech

(Fagus sylvatica L.) is the dominant tree of climax montane

and sub-montane forests, defining three different phytosoci-

ological units distributed successively along an elevational

gradient (Delarze et al., 1998): Galio-Fagenion, Lonicero-Fage-

nion, Abieti-Fagenion, from low to mid-elevations, respectively.

Two additional units of beech forest are less frequent and are

confined to the driest areas: Cephalanthero-Fagenion, Luzulo-

Fagenion. Within deciduous forests, other relatively important

units are ash–alder woods (Fraxinion), oak forests (Quercion

pubescenti-petraeae) and oak–hornbeam forests (Carpinion). At

higher elevation, coniferous forests dominate. They are mainly

represented by silver-fir forests (Abieti-Piceion) and spruce

forests (Vaccinio-Piceion). Larch–arolla pine forests (Larici-

Pinetum cembrae) and mountain pine forests (Erico-Pinion

mugo) are rather rare in this humid part of the Alps.

Forest data

Data were obtained from the forest phytosociological database

of State of Vaud (PhytoVD; SFFN-Vaud). Data collection was

conducted between 1988 and 1999. This forest inventory is

based on a regular grid sampling of one plot every 400 m

inside forested areas. Supplementary plots were added later to

complement the sampling with missing or undersampled

forest units, yielding a total of 11,210 plots. Plots were circular

with a 10-m radius. Complete cover-abundance releves,

including herbaceous, shrub and tree strata, were sampled in

each plot and classified into phytosociological units (Clot &

Delarze, 1998). For our purpose, original phytosociological

units were recoded using the Swiss habitat classification system

(Delarze et al., 1998), leading to 18 forest communities for

modelling (Table 1). Units recorded in fewer than 10 plots

were discarded because such low values prevent proper

modelling by regression.

Predictors

We tested different types of predictor: climatic, geological and

topographic (Table 2). All predictors were organized in a GIS

Modelling forest communities
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data base at their original 25-m resolution (ArcView ver. 3.3;

ESRI, Redlands, CA, USA).

Climatic predictors, obtained from the Swiss Federal

Research Institute WSL, are a spatial subset of those used by

Zimmermann & Kienast (1999). Mean annual temperature

(mat) was calculated by averaging mean monthly temperatures

over the year. Winter precipitation (wiprec) is the sum of mean

monthly precipitation over winter months (December–Febru-

ary). Winter precipitation is used as surrogate for snow cover

and its possible influence on tree distribution. Mean potential

direct solar radiation during growing season (mgsr) is calcu-

lated by averaging mean monthly solar radiation over growing

season period (March–October). Site water balance (swb) is a

predictor that integrates the difference between monthly

precipitation and potential evapotranspiration (calculated

according to the formula of Turc, 1963) over a soil bucket

for a full water year. Soil storage capacity depends on soil

properties and topographical position (Zimmermann &

Roberts, 2001).

The geological predictors used were: calcareous content of

parent material (CaCO3); parent material permeability (per-

mea), and soil potential for forestry (aptsoil). Geological

information is used in place of soil information (incomplete in

Switzerland). The digital layer for CaCO3 was derived from the

geotechnical map of Switzerland (OFS, 2003) using an expert

classification (J. Ayer, University of Neuchâtel, Switzerland). A

semi-quantitative variable representing the proportion of

calcareous content within each type of parent material was

created (class 1 ¼ low content to class 4 ¼ high content). The

same procedure was adopted to create the permeability layer

permea (class 1 ¼ low permeability to class 3 ¼ high per-

meability). The layer for soil potential for forestry (class

1 ¼ low potential to class 4 ¼ high potential) was derived

from the digital soil suitability map of Switzerland (OFS,

2003).

Topographic predictors were: slope angle (slope), northness

(nness, cosine transformation of aspect), distance to river

(distriv), and alluvial zones (alluv). Slope and aspect were

derived from the digital elevation model at the 25-m resolution.

The distance between sampling plots and the nearest river was

determined from the hydrographical map of Canton de Vaud

(Swisstopo: http://www.swisstopo.ch) and was log-trans-

formed. Alluvial zones were determined using a combination

of flow accumulation and cost distance functions in ArcView.

The hydrological network is very dense in Switzerland, therefore

the predictor distriv was always significantly retained during

exploratory modelling, even for units that are not especially

linked with river banks. This predictor was tested only for forest

units that are linked to this type of environment: Salicion albae-

Alnion incanae (Y6123), Fraxinion (Y614) and Alnenion viridis

(Y539). The same strategy was adopted for alluv, which was

tested for alluvial forests of units Y6123 and Y614.

In order to assess the effects of spatial autocorrelation on

models, two different predictors were prepared: trend accoun-

ted for spatial autocorrelation of observed forest communities

at the landscape level, and AR (autoregressive term) accounted

for spatial autocorrelation of observed forest units at the local

level. Trend was created in ArcGIS ver. 9.0 (ESRI) by a

polynomial (cubic) interpolation and resulted in a smooth

surface capturing coarse-scale patterns of presence. The local

autoregressive term (AR) was defined as the kernel density of

each forest unit in a circle of 1-km radius. The kernel density

was calculated on a data subset (N ¼ 5202) including exclu-

sively plots located on the regular grid (pixel ¼ 400 m). This

was made in order to avoid bias introduced by the supple-

mentary irregularly spaced plots.

Table 1 Forest communities selected for modelling, together with their numerical code and phytosociological name as defined by Delarze

et al. (1998)

Forest type Forest unit Code Phytosociological unit N Prevalence

Bushy formations Alpine green alder scrub Y539 Alnenion viridis 80 0.00714

Alluvial forests White willow and grey alder gallery forests Y6123 Salicion albae, Alnion incanae 28 0.00250

Ash–alder wood Y614 Fraxinion 613 0.05468

Beech forests Beech forest on limestone Y621 Cephalanthero-Fagenion 695 0.06200

Acidophilous beech forest with woodrush Y622 Luzulo-Fagenion 70 0.00624

Neutrophilous beech forest Y623 Galio-Fagenion 2870 0.25602

Bittercress beech forest Y624 Lonicero-Fagenion 1544 0.13773

Subalpine beech forest Y625 Abieti-Fagenion 2641 0.23559

Other broadleaved forests Ravine ash–sycamore forest Y631 Lunario-Acerion 167 0.01490

Mixed lime forest Y632 Tilion platyphylli 127 0.01133

Oak–hornbeam forest Y633 Carpinion 457 0.04077

Oak wood 1 Y634 Quercion pubescenti-petraeae 457 0.04077

Oak wood 2 Y636 Quercion robori-petraeae 30 0.00268

Thermophile pine forest Spring heath pine forest Y642 Erico-Pinion sylvestris 57 0.00508

Coniferous forests of high altitude Silver-fir forest Y661 Abieti-Piceion 970 0.08653

Spruce forest Y662 Vaccinio-Piceion 353 0.03149

Larch–arolla forest Y663 Larici-Pinetum cembrae 24 0.00214

Mountain pine forest Y665 Erico-Pinion mugo 10 0.00089

N ¼ number of positive observations.
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In order to include interactions between predictors enter-

ing the model, a new predictor, interact, was defined as

follows. A regression tree was fitted with the residuals of a

baseline regression model as response variable, and the same

environmental variables used to fit the baseline model as

predictors, limiting the length of the tree to a maximum

number of 15 leaves by a standard pruning procedure. The

sequences of environmental predictors along branches specify

the interactions so that the terminal nodes of the tree finally

represent the classes of the new interact predictor (qualitative

factor).

Statistical models

Models were fitted with GAMs (Hastie & Tibshirani, 1990) and

calibrated using the grasp ver. 3.2 package (Lehmann et al.,

2002c; http://www.cscf.ch/grasp) for s-plus ver. 6.2 (Insightful

Corp., Seattle, WA, USA). grasp was enhanced specifically to

meet the requirements of this study, and now incorporates new

selection methods and the possibility of dealing with interac-

tions among predictors as well as spatial autocorrelation

(Lehmann et al., 2005). The response variables were forest

communities, defined as binary variables. The presence of a

given forest unit in a plot automatically determined the

absence of other forest units. A binomial probability distribu-

tion was selected for the response, and the link function was set

to logit. Five bidirectional methods of selection were tested

from full models. Three degrees of freedom were given to each

smoothed environmental predictor.

All models and predictions were evaluated as follows. (1)

Statistical evaluation using the area under the curve of a

receiver operating characteristic plot (ROC, Fielding & Bell,

1997) on the training data set (resubstituition), a fivefold

cross-validated ROC (CVROC), the percentage of explained

Table 2 Environmental predictors used in the modelling experiments

Name Definition Range within study area Source*

Climate

MAT Mean annual temperature: annual

mean of monthly temperatures

)374 to 1024 (�C)·100 WSL

MGSR Mean growing season solar radiation:

average of mean monthly solar

radiation over growing season

(March–October)

2736 to 27394 (kJ m)2 day)1) WSL

WIPREC Mean winter precipitation: average

of mean monthly rainfalls over

winter (December–February)

1894 to 6275 (mm)·10 WSL

SWB Site water balance: estimation of

water amount available for plants

during a year obtained by integrating

monthly precipitation and potential

evapotranspiration over time, and

considering soil storage capacity

)4222 to 1894 1/10 (mm year)1) WSL

Geology

CaCO3 Calcareous content of parent material

derived by expert knowledge (J. Ayer,

University of Neuchâtel) from the

Swiss geotechnical map

Four classes OFS transformed by CSCF

PERMEA Rock permeability derived by expert

knowledge (J. Ayer, University of

Neuchâtel) from the Swiss geotechnical map

Three classes OFS transformed by CSCF

APTSOIL Soil potential for forestry extracted from

the Swiss soil suitability map

Four classes OFS

Topography

Slope Slope angle derived from the digital elevation

model (DEM) at 25 m resolution

0 to 8014 (�)·100 SWISSTOPO (DEM)

Northness South–north gradient of aspect obtained

by cosine function

)1000 to 1000 cos(rad)·1000 SWISSTOPO (DEM)

ALLUV Alluvial zones defined using flow accumulation

and cost distance functions on DEM and rivers

Two classes SWISSTOPO (DEM and rivers)

DISTRIV Logarithmic distance to rivers 0 to 365 [log(m) + 1)]·100 SWISSTOPO (rivers)

*WSL, Swiss Federal Institute for Forest, Snow and Landscape Research; OFS, Swiss Federal Statistical Office; CSCF, Swiss Center for Faunal

Cartography; SWISSTOPO, Federal Office of Topography.
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deviance (D2, Guisan et al., 2002), and the number of

degrees of freedom used (DFU). (2) Visual evaluation,

looking at response curves and spatial predictions. Wilcoxon

signed-rank tests were used to compare validation statistics

between pairs of experiments. Predictor contribution is

calculated as a percentage of the sum of model contributions

as defined in grasp. For each predictor, model contribution

is defined by the possible range of variation on the linear

predictor scale.

Modelling experiments

Different modelling experiments were planned to test various

modelling alternatives (Table 3) and to provide an improved

modelling framework. Experiments were conducted using

11,210 plots. A model was calibrated for each forest unit in

each experiment (for a total of 18 models per experiment).

A first group of experiments (E0–E4) tested methods for

selecting predictors: E0 ¼ CROSS, a newly developed method

in grasp called ‘cross-selection’ (Stone, 1977); E1 ¼ AIC

(Akaike, 1973); E2 ¼ BIC (Schwarz, 1978); E3 ¼ F test

(P ¼ 0.05) testing the scaled change in explained deviance

between two models; E4 ¼ BRUTO, a new alternative in

s-plus (T. Hastie: http://www.stats.ox.ac.uk/pub/MASS4/

Software.html). With CROSS a CVROC statistic is calculated

at each step of the selection procedure (Lehmann et al., 2005).

The selection stops when no more predictors can be added or

removed according to a BIC information criterion. CROSS

then selects the model showing the highest value of CVROC.

This method is assumed to select the most stable model, as

cross-validation in effect perturbs the training data set while

validating predictions on independent subsets. BRUTO fits a

GAM using a backfitting procedure that identifies significant

predictors and the optimal degree of smoothing for each of

them (Hastie & Tibshirani, 1990). All subsequent modelling

experiments were based on the cross-selection method, because

it was judged to be the best compromise between model

stability and performance. Hereafter, cross-selected models will

be referred to as E0 baseline models.

Experiment E5 tested the effect of weighting absences. An

overall prevalence of 0.5 was obtained by giving the presences a

weight of 1, and the absences a weight defined by the ratio of

the number of presences on the number of absences. A model

was then fitted using these weights, hereafter referred to as E5

baseline models. Results were compared with E0 baseline

models.

In experiment E6 we tested the effect of limiting absences

beyond the environmental envelope defined by presences. An

environmental model was selected by removing absences

outside the community range along the key environmental

gradients (Austin & Meyers, 1996). Absences were limited to

50 on each side of the presence range along mean annual

temperature (mat) and soil water budget (swb). Results were

compared with E0 baseline models.

Following experiments were performed by weighting

absences in order to avoid the potential effect of prevalence

on the different statistics used.

The fourth thematic group of experiments (E7–E10) tested

different ways of dealing with spatial autocorrelation. In

experiment E7, first-order spatial autocorrelation was incor-

porated in models by adding a trend predictor (Legendre,

1993). To explore second-order patterns, we used an autore-

Table 3 Modelling experiments conducted on forest communities in the State of Vaud

Experiments

Selection methods

E0 Environmental model: habitat � climate + geology + topography; selection test: CROSS

E1 Environmental model: habitat � climate + geology + topography; selection test: AIC

E2 Environmental model: habitat � climate + geology + topography; selection test: BIC

E3 Environmental model: habitat � climate + geology + topography; selection test: F

E4 Environmental model: habitat � climate + geology + topography; selection test: BRUTO

Weights (compared with E0)

E5 Environmental model with weighted absences

Limits (compared with E0)

E6 Environmental model with limited absences on mat and swb

Spatial autocorrelation (compared with E5)

E7 Spatial model: habitat � environmental predictors + trend (tested); with weighted absences

E8 Spatial model: habitat � environmental predictors + AR (tested); with weighted absences

AR ¼ autoregressive term ¼ kernel density of Y in 1 km-radius

E9 Spatial model: habitat � environmental predictors + AR (forced); with weighted absences

E10 Environmental model: habitat � environmental predictors + eENV; with weighted absences

Spatial model: eENV � AR

Interactions (compared with E5)

E11 Environmental model: habitat � environmental predictors + eENV; with weighted absences

Interaction factor: eENV � Reg Tree (environmental predictors)

Interaction model: habitat � environmental predictors + interaction factor (forced)
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gressive model (Borcard & Legendre, 1994; review by Lichstein

et al., 2002) by adding an autoregressive term (AR) accounting

for local spatial autocorrelation. The integration in models of

the AR term was carried out in three different ways. In

experiment E8, the local term of spatial autocorrelation was

added to the list of predictors retained by the E5 baseline

model and the entire set of predictors submitted to a new

selection procedure (AR tested). In E9, the term was forced to

enter the E5 model (no stepwise selection). Finally, in E10, the

term was regressed against residuals of the E5 model with a

Gaussian model. The idea was to account for residual spatial

autocorrelation still present in the data after accounting for the

spatial information contained in environmental predictors.

Spatial predictions were then obtained by adding the linear

predictor contributions of the E5 environmental model to the

predictions of its residuals (E10 model). Resulting values were

then transformed into the scale of the response. Results were

compared with E5 baseline models.

Finally, in experiment E11 we used a novel approach to

include predictor interactions (T. Hastie and D. Pregibon,

unpubl. data). A regression tree was first created from residuals

of the E5 baseline model, using the same environmental

predictors as classification criteria. Sequences of predictors

along branches were then used to define significant interac-

tions that were forced into the baseline model as a new

predictor of factor type (interact). Results were compared with

E5 baseline models.

In order to compare the effects of the different modelling

experiments, statistical evaluation criteria (ROC, CVROC, D2)

and the number of degrees of freedom used (DFU) were

calculated for each model and presented as boxplots grouped

by experiments.

A supplementary comparison between experiments E0 and

E5 was made by: (1) readjusting without weights the models

that have been selected with weights (E5.U), and (2) applying

weights when readjusting models that have been selected

without weights (E0.W). Similarly, an additional comparison

was performed between experiments E0 and E6 by: (1)

readjusting on the full data set the models that have been

selected on the limited data set (E6.F), and conversely (2)

readjusting models selected in E0 to the limited data set of E6

(E0.L).

Spatial predictions

Spatial predictions were built in ArcView ver. 3.3. Models

were exported from s-plus as lookup tables (Lehmann et al.,

2002c) and interpreted in ArcView by an Avenue script made

available with the grasp package. Lookup tables describe each

response curve point by point.

RESULTS

Detailed results of all experiments can be examined at http://

www.cscf.ch/grasp/improve. A synthesis of these results is

presented in the following sections.

Selection methods (E0–E4)

Visual examination of boxplots of ROC and D2 values revealed

very small differences in the results of experiments E0–E4,

suggesting that all selection algorithms performed very simi-

larly (Fig. 1). However, a Wilcoxon signed-rank test revealed

significant differences among selection algorithms (Table 4) in

favour of greedy methods (AIC, F test). We were particularly

interested in differences in CVROC, which is an indicator of

model stability and predictability (on ‘pseudo-independent’

observations), and in DFU, indicator of model size. According

to the CVROC evaluation, the best performance was obtained

with CROSS. Based on DFU, best performances (lowest values)

were obtained for BIC, BRUTO and CROSS procedures,

respectively. The difference between BRUTO and CROSS,

however, was not significant.

Weighted absences (E5)

Models calibrated with weighted zeroes (prevalence ¼ 0.5)

performed better than E0 baseline models in explaining

deviance (D2) and correctly predicting presences/absences

(ROC; Fig. 2). They were also more stable when cross-

validated (CVROC). Wilcoxon signed-rank tests confirmed

these results by showing highly significant differences

(P < 0.01). Reciprocal comparison, however, showed that

ROC and CVROC values calculated for E0 models readjusted

with weights (E0.W) were not significantly different from

values calculated for E5 models. Similarly, evaluation

statistics for E5 models readjusted without weights (E5.U)

were not significantly different from evaluation values for E0

models.

A more detailed analysis showed that ROC statistics are

sensitive to extreme prevalence values (Fig. 3). This result was

obtained by recalibrating the E0 models at different prevalence

values by applying different weights on absences.

Weighting zeroes also influenced the selection procedure.

The set of predictors retained in models generally differed (in

14 out of 18 cases) from the set retained in E0 baseline models.

This was also supported by the number of degrees of freedom

used in models (Fig. 2). The shape of predictor-response

curves generally remained unchanged (Fig. 4). In spatial

predictions, weighting zeroes increased the average probability

of occurrence of all forest units, and suitable zones were

depicted more clearly than in predictions resulting from

experiment E0 (Fig. 5).

Limits on absences (E6)

Limiting zeroes did not seem to improve performance or

stability of E0 baseline models (Fig. 6): ROC, D2 and CVROC

values were significantly lower (P < 0.01) than values

obtained for E0. However, reciprocal comparison showed

that E6 models readjusted on the full data set (E6.F) have

ROC (P < 0.0.1) and CVROC (P < 0.05) values that are

significantly higher than E0 values. Conversely, E0 models
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readjusted on the limited data set (E0.L) give ROC (P < 0.1)

and CVROC (P < 0.05) values that are significantly lower

than E6 models.

The number of selected predictors changed with the use of

limits (in 14 out of 18 cases), but response-curve shapes

remained unexpectedly unchanged compared with baseline

Figure 2 Receiver operating characteristic

(ROC), cross-validated ROC (CVROC),

explained deviance (D2) and degrees of free-

dom used (DFU) for models in experiment

E0 (baseline environmental models) and E5

(weights). E5.U, E5 models readjusted with-

out weights (unweighted); E0.W, E0 model

readjusted with weights.

Figure 1 Receiver operating characteristic

(ROC), cross-validated ROC (CVROC),

explained deviance (D2) and degrees of free-

dom used (DFU) for models in experiments

E0–E4 (E0, CROSS; E1, Akaike’s information

criterion (AIC); E2, Bayesian information

criterion (BIC); E3, F test; E4, BRUTO).

Table 4 Significance of the Wilcoxon signed-rank test (n.s., > 0.1; *, < 0.1; **, < 0.05; ***, < 0.01) based on receiver operating char-

acteristic (ROC), cross-validated ROC (CVROC), explained deviance (D2) and degrees of freedom used (DFU) of the 18 models of

experiments E0–E4*

ROC CVROC D2 DFU

E1 E2 E3 E4 E1 E2 E3 E4 E1 E2 E3 E4 E1 E2 E3 E4

E0 n.s. *** n.s. n.s. *** ** *** ** * *** ** ** ** *** * n.s.

E1 – *** * n.s. – n.s. * n.s. – *** * *** – *** * ***

E2 – – *** ** – – n.s. n.s. – – *** n.s. – – *** ***

E3 – – – n.s. – – – n.s. – – – *** – – – ***

E0, CROSS; E1, Akaike’s information criterion (AIC); E2, Bayesian information criterion (BIC); E3, F test; E4, BRUTO.
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models (e.g. unit Y624, Fig. 4). Setting limits around presences

restricted spatial predictions within the environmental envel-

ope defined by limited mat and swb. Outside these limits,

predictions were not extrapolated, and are shown in grey on

predictions maps, whereas inside the limits they remain

unchanged compared with baseline predictions (Fig. 5). We

also found that modelling with limited absences was less time-

consuming.

Spatial autocorrelation (E7–E10)

When included in the stepwise procedure with all other

environmental predictors, trend was always retained in the

final model (E7). Performance and stability of models was

significantly higher (P < 0.01) compared with E5 baseline

models (Fig. 7). E9 models (AR forced) performed better and

were more stable than E5 models; they also performed better

but were less stable than E8 (AR tested) models. Higher values

of ROC and D2 and lower values of CVROC suggest a probable

overfitting of E9 models. In E8, the AR term was retained in

most cases, except for larch–arolla forests (unit Y663) and

mountain pine forests (unit Y665). These two units are quite

rare in the study area (only 24 and 10 plots, respectively) and

are scattered across the higher mountains (Alps). Models

calibrated in E8 used significantly fewer degrees of freedom

than all other models.

Concerning experiment E10, where AR term was regressed

against residuals of E5, no calculation of D2, ROC or CVROC

was possible since two different models were calibrated

separately. However, the contribution of the AR term can be

appreciated on the maps of spatial predictions (Fig. 8). From

an expert perspective, the overall shape of the predicted

distribution according to environmental variables seems locally

enhanced with finer structures in densely occupied areas.

Predictions for E8 models (provided that the AR term was

retained) and E9 models (AR forced) were much patchier

around observations.

Interactions (E11)

An example of interactions defined by sequences of environ-

mental predictors along branches of a regression tree is given

for bittercress beech forest (unit Y624, Fig. 9). Forcing the

interaction term as a factor in the E5 baseline model

significantly increased ROC and D2 values (P < 0.01), but

not CVROC values.

Overall, spatial prediction maps from E11 models appear

similar to those obtained for E5 models. However, average

predicted probabilities can be enhanced or lowered in partic-

ular areas according to the combined effect of some predictors.

Forest units and predictors

All forest units were modelled successfully (Fig. 10). ROC

values over all experiments ranged from 0.781 for unit Y642

(ignoring outliers) to 0.998 for unit Y665. According to the

classification of Swets (1988) (0.5–0.7, poor discrimination

ability; 0.7–0.9, reasonable discrimination; 0.9–1, very good

discrimination), values obtained in the framework of this study

show reasonable to very good discrimination ability. This is also

true for ROC values obtained by cross-validation (CVROC,

Fig. 10). The fact that ROC values remain high after cross-

validation denotes high model stability. The number of degrees

of freedom used varied greatly across the different experiments.

The best ROC and D2 values across all experiments were

obtained for units Y539 (N ¼ 80), Y6123 (N ¼ 28), Y663

(N ¼ 24) and Y665 (N ¼ 10). A second group with reasonably

good models includes units Y661, Y662, Y624 and Y625. These

units were modelled essentially using two main predictors:

mean annual temperature (mat) and site water balance (swb).

Their cumulative contribution varies between 60% and 80%

(Table 5). Remaining units have ROC values that vary over a

larger range depending on the type of experiment.

Table 5 shows the contribution of each predictor within the

selected models (model contribution in grasp) in baseline

Figure 3 Receiver operating characteristic

(ROC) evaluation statistics calculated on the

E0 models (baseline environmental models)

at different prevalence values set by applying

different weights on absences.
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experiment E5. Mean annual temperature (mat) and site water

balance (swb) have the highest contributions in models,

followed by winter precipitation (wiprec), which is related to

mean annual temperature. Slope and mean growing season

solar radiation (mgsr) also play an important role, followed by

calcareous content of parent material (CaCO3), permeability of

parent material (permea) and soil potential for forestry

(aptsoil). The contribution of south–north orientation (nness)

is low, and the predictor was not retained for about one-third

of the forest units. Distance to river (distriv) was always

retained when proposed, but its contribution was noteworthy

only for ash–alder woods (unit Y614). The contribution of

predictor alluv was low overall.

DISCUSSION

We were able to model successfully the distribution of 18 forest

communities in western Switzerland using climatic, topo-

graphic and geological predictors. As reported by many authors,

temperature is a proximal predictor that has a direct impact on

vegetation growth (Austin & Meyers, 1996) and plays an

important role in the altitudinal distribution of forests

(Brzeziecki et al., 1995; Leathwick et al., 1996). In the present

study, mean annual temperature represented the main envi-

ronmental gradient with a model contribution (as defined in

grasp) reaching 60%. Site water balance was also very

important. Similar to the root-zone water-deficit variable used

Figure 4 Y624 (bittercress beech forest) response curves for predictors retained in the E0 baseline model, the E5 model (weighted absences)

and the E6 model (limited absences).
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by Leathwick & Whitehead (2001), this predictor is a measure of

water stress for trees, and hence represents an important

limiting factor for their distribution and survival. The

statistically significant contribution of mean solar radiation on

forest distribution supports its use as surrogate for light (Austin

& Meyers, 1996), a limiting factor of photosynthetic activity.

Figure 5 Spatial predictions of bittercress beech forest (unit Y624) obtained from the E0 baseline model, the E5 (weighted absences) and

the E6 model (limited absences).

Figure 6 Receiver operating characteristic

(ROC), cross-validated ROC (CVROC),

explained deviance (D2) and degrees of free-

dom used (DFU) for models in experiments

E0 (baseline environmental model) and E6

(limits). E6.F, E6 models readjusted on the

full data set; E0.L, E0 models readjusted on

the limited data set.
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Slope is a frequently used predictor related to hydrology (and

hence potential soil moisture) and solar radiation (Franklin,

1995). In our case these parameters were expressed by swb and

mgsr; slope mainly accounted for direct gravitational processes

acting on tree distribution. Its contribution was particularly

important (up to 30% of the sum of model contributions) for

alluvial forests, where it helped characterize flat areas.

Geology is often used as a surrogate for soil properties, as

information on the latter are often lacking. Geological predic-

tors are generally defined as categories of geological substratum

Figure 7 Receiver operating characteristic

(ROC), cross-validated ROC (CVROC),

explained deviance (D2) and degrees of free-

dom used (DFU) for experiments E7–E9

incorporating spatial autocorrelation in

models [E7, trend; E8, AR (autoregressive

term) tested; E9, AR forced] and reference

experiment E5 (baseline environmental

model).

Figure 8 Spatial predictions for bittercress beech forest (unit Y624) obtained from the E5 baseline model, the E7 (trend), the E8 (auto-

regressive term, AR tested), the E9 (AR forced) and the E10 (AR on residuals).
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(Leathwick, 1998). In the present study, geology was translated

into calcareous content of parent material and bedrock

permeability. Their contribution was relatively low (generally

inferior to 10% of the sum of model contributions), but still

significant. Two reasons may explain such limited contribution:

(1) the coarse scale of the geotechnical map (1 : 200,000), as

previously reported by Brzeziecki et al. (1993); or (2) the

precision in estimating the calcareous content and permeability

properties of the different bedrock types. Geology is an indirect

parameter influencing the local distribution of vegetation; more

direct predictors would have been soil pH, soil nutrients

(Coudun et al., 2006), soil depth or particle size. The only

direct soil predictor we tested – the soil potential for forestry as

extracted from the Swiss soil suitability map – was only

marginally important, and this probably reflects the main focus

of this information layer on open agricultural fields.

Overall, the best results were obtained for communities that

were rare in the sample. This was reported previously by

Franklin (1998) for shrub species and by Guisan & Hofer

(2003) for reptile species. Reasons for this are probably related

to their restricted niche breadth along particular environ-

mental gradients, which are easier to capture in a model than

the larger niche breadth of widespread species.

Selecting selection criteria

Variable cross-selection appears to be the best compromise

between model stability and performance among the five

methods tested. However, methods had only a very small

Figure 9 Regression tree obtained from residuals of the E5

baseline model and showing interactions between environmental

predictors for unit Y624, bittercress beech forest.

Figure 10 Receiver operating characteristic (ROC), cross-validated ROC (CVROC), explained deviance (D2) and degrees of freedom used

(DFU) for each forest unit across all experiments.
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impact on evaluation statistics, maybe because of the very large

size of our data set. With large data sets, Burnham & Anderson

(2002) recognize that statistical tests become irrelevant and

other issues such as interpretability should be predominant.

Indeed, other criteria can determine the choice of method. Our

preferred selection methods within grasp are, from the most

to the least recommended: (1) cross-selection, because it

creates the most stable models; (2) BRUTO, because it is fast

and chooses smoothing degrees of freedom (J.R. Leathwick,

J. Elith and T. Hastie, unpubl. data); (3) F test, because of its

flexibility with P values; (4) BIC, because it is too selective; and

(5) AIC, because it is too permissive (Hastie et al., 2001; Kuha,

2004). Broadly speaking, AIC and BIC provide the lower and

upper bounds, respectively, for the set of adequate models

(Kuha, 2004). More general statements are difficult to make, as

most methods used here can be modified from their original

s-plus settings, yielding different results; for instance to

account for over or underdispersion by using scale parameters,

or for overestimation by using penalty parameters. Our

ranking of selection methods contrasts with the general use

of AIC (Manly et al., 2002; Burnham & Anderson, 2004;

Johnson & Omland, 2004).

For Burnham & Anderson (2002), model selection is best

interpreted under the general framework of parsimony. These

authors explore model selection under the assumption that no

true model exists. The aim of model selection is parsimony, the

trade-off between bias (under-fitting) and variance (over-

fitting) of the parameter estimators. In this context, these

authors recommend the use of different AIC methods that are

based on information theory (Akaike, 1973). Bayesian methods

such as BIC tend to be very complex and to underfit the data.

Selection by cross-validation is recognized as a good option

that remains, however, computer intensive. In the light of

newly available methods, tests of hypotheses (v, F) are not

statistically adequate for model selection (Burnham &

Anderson, 2002).

Alternatives to stepwise selection procedures have been

developed in recent years, based on: (1) shrinkage rules

(Harrell, 2001) such as ridge regression or lasso – these are

promising methods when using generalized linear models

(GLMs) or GAMs because variables do not need to be properly

selected but are given a decreasing weight according to their

influence in the model (Tibshirani, 1996; Harrell, 2001; Hastie

et al., 2001); or (2) model averaging, where several statistically

significant models are averaged (Burnham & Anderson, 2004;

Johnson & Omland, 2004). Model averaging approaches are

robust and avoid the hard choice of selecting just one ‘best

model’ where several others might be similarly justified.

The weight of weighting

Setting weights on absences affects variable selection, model

validation and spatial predictions. Weighting absences to bring

the average prevalence to a value of 0.5 returned models that

seemed to perform better (better fit and better cross-

validation) than models fitted with the original sample

prevalence. A more careful analysis showed that the ROC

statistic is systematically lower at extreme prevalence values

(prevalence < 0.05 or > 0.70). In our case, the majority of

modelled units presented a very low prevalence and their ROC

performances were therefore improved by weighting absences.

The ROC statistic appears to be independent of prevalence

only in its middle range. This is in agreement with the study of

McPherson et al. (2004) in which different sample prevalence

Table 5 Contribution in percentage of each

predictor within the selected models (model

contribution in grasp) in experiment E5

(baseline environmental models with weigh-

ted zeroes)

Unit mat wiprec mgsr slope nness distriv swb CaCO3 permea aptsoil alluv

Y539 ****** ** ** + + + 0 ) 0 0 )
Y6123 + ) ** *** + + * * + + +

Y614 * ** + *** 0 ** + + 0 0 +

Y621 **** ** * + 0 ) + + 0 * )
Y622 *** ** ** ** + ) * + 0 + )
Y623 ***** ** + + 0 ) + 0 + + )
Y624 **** * + 0 + ) **** 0 0 0 )
Y625 *** + + + 0 ) ***** + + + )
Y631 ** * + *** + ) ** + + + )
Y632 **** + + ** 0 ) + + * + )
Y633 ** *** + * 0 ) ** + + + )
Y634 *** ** * ** + ) * + + + )
Y636 * *** + + + ) * * * + )
Y642 *** + + ** + ) ** + + + )
Y661 **** * 0 + + ) *** + + + )
Y662 **** * + + + ) ** + + + )
Y663 **** + + + + ) *** + + 0 )
Y665 *** *** + + + ) 0 + ** * )

*, 10%; **, 20%; ***, 30%; ****, 40%; *****, 50%; ******, 60%; +, contribution < 10%; ),

predictor not proposed in the selection procedure; 0, predictor proposed in the selection

procedure but not retained in the model.
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values were tested and the best compromise occurred at

intermediate prevalence, where a balance exists between

omission and commission errors. As mentioned by many

authors, particular attention should thus be paid to the

measure of model performance used (Fielding & Bell, 1997;

Manel et al., 1999a), especially at extreme prevalence values.

McPherson et al. (2004) also showed that overfitting is

minimized at intermediate prevalence when using ROC

evaluation. These reasons supported our choice of weighting

absences in our comparative experiments in order to avoid the

potential effect of prevalence on the different statistics used.

The standardization of prevalence by weighting allows

relative comparisons of predicted probabilities within a single

forest unit, but precludes absolute comparisons between maps

of different forest units. Using weights remains particularly

justified when the true prevalence between presences and

absences is lost, such as when using pseudo-absences

(Zaniewski et al., 2002).

The effect of weighting absences on spatial predictions was

to inflate the overall probability of all forest units. In order to

test whether these changes led to only a linear increase of all

probabilities, we compared standardized predictions made on

the linear predictor scale with and without weights. These

additional analyses (not reported here) showed that there were

differences between standardized predictions, suggesting that

weighting absences also affects the general equilibrium of

model fit. Further investigations of this aspect are needed.

To the limits

Limiting zeroes changes the set of selected predictors, and

potentially the shape of their response curves. Unlike weights,

limits can modify the relative proportion of presences and

absences along gradients in the environmental space, therefore

we expect more changes in the shape of response curves. In our

case, we did not observe drastic changes, suggesting that the

removal of some zeroes did not affect this relative proportion

in environmental space. By reducing the range of data,

collinearity between predictors can either increase or decrease

(Austin & Barry, 1998). Since collinearity is known to

influence stepwise selection (Guisan et al., 2002), setting limits

to the number of zeroes can thus affect final model compo-

sition.

According to ROC and CVROC validation values, models

fitted on limited data sets appear to perform worse than those

fitted on the entire data set. A logical explanation could be that

limiting zeroes cuts off absences that are relatively easy to

predict. Moreover, discrimination is more difficult inside the

range of presence of the community, leading to a lower

evaluation statistic, but not necessarily to less interpretable

response curves or lower model predictive power. A more

realistic assessment was performed by comparing evaluation

statistics calculated on the same data set. Baseline models give

slightly worse evaluation statistics than ‘limited’ models when

readjusted to the limited data set. Conversely, ‘limited’ models

give better evaluation values when readjusted on the entire

data set. Thus using limits gives more discriminating models

that, in turn, can lead to better spatial predictions and reveal

patterns that were otherwise hidden (Guisan et al., 1998).

Furthermore, setting limits can significantly reduce the size of

the calibration data set, and therefore improve computation

time through model selection and validation.

There is no established rule concerning the choice of which

predictors to limit. One can put limits on all predictors

(Lehmann et al., 2002a), or just on some of them. A common

practice is to choose the most influential predictors, such as

temperature (Austin & Barry, 1998; Guisan et al., 1998) or

predictors defining the climatic range of the species (Thuiller

et al., 2004). In the present study we decided to limit mean

annual temperature and site water balance because of their

evident direct influence on plant growth and survival. How-

ever, caution must be exercised when using limits on factors

(qualitative predictors) or on rapidly changing continuous

variables such as northness. Limiting those types of predictor

can lead to spatial predictions that become very discontinuous.

Finally, setting limits on some or all predictors prevents

predicting outside the species or community environmental

envelope. As reported previously by Austin & Meyers (1996),

naughty noughts can distort the response curves yielding

positive predictions where the species is known to be absent.

Thuiller et al. (2004) insist, however, on the importance of

capturing the full environmental range of the species, other-

wise uncontrolled effects on the tails of the response curves can

result in unreliable projections into the future when assessing

climate change.

Spatial autocorrelation: opportunity or problem?

The presence of spatial autocorrelation in the response and/or

in explanatory variables can represent a problem for modellers

(Liebhold & Gurevitch, 2002; Hampe, 2004; Wagner & Fortin,

2005). The main issue is that spatial autocorrelation violates

the assumption of data independence on which regression

analyses are based. The choice for modellers is either to

quantify, avoid or integrate spatial autocorrelation – but not to

ignore it. Wagner & Fortin (2005) describe three different

approaches to deal with spatial autocorrelation in models:

(1) regression models incorporating a spatial term (autore-

gressive models: Keitt et al., 2002), (2) partialling-out of the

spatial component in the species–environment relationship

(variance partitioning: Legendre, 1993), and (3) residuals

analysis (multiscale ordination). In our study, we explored the

use of autoregressive terms. As in Lichstein et al. (2002), we

added a general spatial trend to an environmental model to

assess broadscale spatial patterns, and we incorporated an

autoregressive term to account for local autocorrelation. The

general spatial trend significantly improved model perform-

ance and stability, although better models were obtained by

incorporating a predictor accounting for local spatial auto-

correlation. While the former is an efficient way to account for

historical patterns of distribution (such as glaciations or

volcanic activity: Leathwick, 1998; Svenning & Skov, 2005), the
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latter expresses biological properties of the species (or of many

species in a community perspective, e.g. dispersal for plants,

behaviour for animals) and human disturbances. Schwarz et al.

(2003) provide empirical evidence that neighbouring factors

such as competition, vegetative reproduction or seed dispersal

play a significant role in determining spatial patterns of

abundance of many tree species in forested landscapes. In

Switzerland, forests are confined to limited patches and their

composition is mostly controlled by human management. In

this case, spatial autocorrelation reflects human activities more

than natural interactions or dispersion.

Several authors have shown that the incorporation of

autoregressive terms reduces the spatial autocorrelation in

model residuals produced by ecological processes (Lichstein

et al., 2002). As stated by Wagner & Fortin (2005), spatial

autocorrelation represents a problem mainly when it is still

found in model residuals. Zhang et al. (2005) highlight the

tendency of modern modelling techniques to produce residual

clusters of similar values that might not be detected by

traditional measures of spatial autocorrelation (Moran’s I or

Geary’s c). They therefore recommend the use of local

indicators of spatial association (LISA, Anselin et al., 2006).

When spatial autocorrelation is found in model residuals,

statistics with exaggerated type I error are produced (detection

of patterns that do not exist) as a result of pseudoreplication

(Hurlbert, 1984; Legendre et al., 2002; Hampe, 2004). Cross-

validation does not avoid the effect of spatial (and temporal)

autocorrelation in the assessment of model predictive accu-

racy, resulting generally in overfitted models (Araújo et al.,

2005a). Statistical solutions exist for correcting this bias

(Dutilleul et al., 1993; Keitt et al., 2002; Legendre et al.,

2002; Perry et al., 2002), but these are not yet commonly

applied in species distribution modelling. Fielding & Bell

(1997) suggest, for instance, correcting validation statistics

based on the confusion matrix by weighting errors according

to their distance to, or number of, positive observations in the

neighbourhood.

In conclusion, spatial autocorrelation remains a very

complex subject on which general agreement has not been

reached. For instance, in their comparison of different

modelling techniques, Zhang et al. (2005) conclude that

modern regression analyses can improve model fitting, but

they remain non-spatial in nature. They therefore recom-

mend the use of geographically weighted regression (GWR),

which estimates model coefficients at all locations in the

study area. Our results, combined with a review of the

literature, suggest that the best approach with GAMs is to

include trend and autoregressive terms when ecological and/

or statistical evidence of spatial autocorrelation is found.

General trend should be removed first; then an environ-

mental model should be fitted on detrended residuals.

Finally, local autocorrelation should be tested on the

residuals of the environmental model. A final spatial

prediction could be obtained by summing the contributions

of the two or three levels of analysis.

Toward a simple integration of predictor interactions

Including an interaction factor built from a regression tree on

the residuals of a first environmental model proved to be an

efficient way to account for interactions between all predictors

in a single step. However, our results suggest that forcing this

interaction factor in a model can result in overfitting the data,

with ROC statistics being significantly improved, but CVROC

decreased. One way to avoid overfitting would be to build the

model in two steps by adding the contributions of a first

environmental model to the predictions of its residuals by a

regression tree, as tested in the last experiment dealing with

spatial autocorrelation (E10).

Alternative methods exist to describe and test interactions of

different orders. Interaction terms are usually added as a

multiplicative term between two or more variables, leading to a

laborious series of tests to choose significant interactions and an

expanding number of degrees of freedom used (Guisan et al.,

1999). Once an interaction between two terms has been

identified, more flexible methods exist to fit it. An attractive,

but computer-intensive, solution is to add a bivariate local

regression in a model. Another alternative in GLMs and GAMs

is to create a coefficient of a variable which is a function of

another variable [e.g. Y � b0 + b1X1 + f(X1) · X2] (T. Has-

tie, pers. comm.). The latter solution has the advantage of

simplicity, and is easier to express as a mathematical function

that is then portable into a GIS for making spatial predictions.

Similarly, multivariate adaptive regression splines (MARS)

have brought new perspectives to testing and implementing

interactions between predictors (Moisen & Frescino, 2002; J.R.

Leathwick, J. Elith and T. Hastie, unpubl. data). These methods

are currently being assessed, and the interaction factor tested

here remains an interesting option to treat most important

interactions in a simple way within a GLM and GAM

framework.

Furthermore, the interaction factor approach we proposed

represents a solution only for statistical interactions between

predictors, where the effect of one predictor is modified by the

value of another. The literature on interactions mostly

concentrates on biological interactions such as competition,

predation or mutualism occurring between several species

(Dambacher et al., 2002). The influence of one species on

another can be included in regression models as an additional

predictor (Palomares et al., 1998; Leathwick & Austin, 2001;

Leathwick, 2002). Biological interactions with multiple

responses can be fitted simultaneously with vector generalized

additive models (VGAMs, Yee & Mackenzie, 2002) and neural

networks (Ozesmi & Ozesmi, 1999).

CONCLUSIONS

Models and spatial predictions made for 18 forest communi-

ties in a region of Switzerland could be improved significantly.

Based on our methodological tests, our main conclusions are

as follows:
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1. Predictor cross-selection appears to be the best compromise

between model stability and performance (parsimony) among

five methods tested.

2. Weighting absences returns models that perform better and

are more stable than models fitted with the original sample

prevalence, due to the impact of low prevalence values on ROC

statistics. Standardized prevalence is particularly interesting in

comparative studies and when pseudo-absences are used.

3. Limiting zeroes within the range of presences on main

predictor gradients changes the set of selected predictors, and

potentially the shape of their response curves. Limiting zeroes

improves model performance and stability only slightly

compared with the baseline models on the same data set.

The advantage of setting limits is to prevent predicting outside

the environmental envelope of a species or community. It also

accelerates the whole modelling process.

4. Incorporating large spatial trends improves model perform-

ance and stability significantly, although better models are

obtained by accounting for local spatial autocorrelation.

5. Interaction factors built from a regression tree on residuals

of a first environmental model proved to be an efficient way to

account for interactions between all predictors, but can lead to

some overfitting.

The final choice of model strategy should depend on the

nature of available data and on the specific study aims.

Statistical evaluation is useful in searching for best modelling

practice, however, one should not forget to consider response-

curve shapes and interpretability, as well as the resulting spatial

predictions, in the final assessment.
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